The women's movements in Uganda flourished in the mid-eighties, influencing diverse spheres of life. They have since become exemplary in Africa, and have led many advances in women's rights. The contributors of this book look at the achievements of the movements from their roots in the post-independence period to the contemporary moment. Themes include: women's activism in colonial Uganda; contributions to girls' education; women's agency in business and the economy;
women in agriculture, and the struggle for land; and women's role in conflict resolution, religious institutions, and the media. The book also contains sections on women's writing and publishing and the importance of creative work for wider female independence and self-determination, an overview of women's studies/research 1986-2001, and brief biographies of Ugandan women leaders.

**the women's movement in uganda.**
AILI MARI TRIPP | President Yoweri Museveni, who has led Uganda since 1986, has appointed a woman, Jessica Alupo, as vice-president and another woman, Robinah Nabbanja, as prime minister. He has also

**women in top positions**
Mr Odinga reminisces that their two families have a long history of friendship that started with their parents

**raila odinga eulogises aggrey awori**
As I found in my research on Uganda, the inclusion of women is a double edged sword. It has advanced the goals of the women’s movement but, at the same time, it has helped an autocratic regime

**women appointed to top positions in uganda, but feelings are mixed**
Ugandan climate activist Vanessa Nakate is advocating for expanding access to schooling for girls in low-income countries — a policy that could drastically cut emissions.

**girls’ education isn’t just a human right. it’s the next big climate solution.**
The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic is devastating the quality of livelihoods of minority and indigenous communities in Africa and around the world, according to the newly released annual Minority and

**covid-19 pandemic hitting african minority**
and indigenous communities
Grassroots women’s organizations.movements are important for acknowledging its survey research findings show in Uganda that around “45 percent of women in Uganda face online harassment.”

how far can women’s grassroots movements go: the role of governance in tackling ogbv in politics
ICC REBUFFS UGANDA REBELS—International Criminal Court of children as soldiers and sex slaves. Next Page: Eminent women urge rights protections; Cubans use technology to resist . . .

rights & wrongs: sri lanka, uganda, women's rights and more
Ugandan First Lady Janet Museveni retained her position as Minister of Education and Sports in her husband’s newly constituted cabinet.

uganda first lady reappointed education and sports minister

KASULE LUMUMBA: Minister in charge of General Duties Nobody paints the ruling National Resistance Movement yellow like and has been patron to the Uganda Women’s Effort to Save Orphans (UWESO)

uganda: the 15 top women in the cabinet limelight
OPINION: If the athletes really want to go to the Olympics, let them pay their own way and take their chance with MIQ entry back in to the country, Mark Reason writes.

mark reason: why jacinda arden should pull new zealand out of the olympics
President Yoweri Museveni has revised Uganda's coronavirus standard operating procedures placing the country into a 42-day lockdown. All public and transport movement has been banned except when

full speech: museveni locks down uganda again for 42 days
This parallel gave rise to the ecofeminism
movement in the 1970s At the time, there were no women doing fieldwork with wildlife in Uganda, but that’s changing. “If [women] see that

meet the women fighting against poaching in africa, while also advocating for gender equality
Convened by UN Women, co-hosted by the governments of Mexico and France, together with civil society and youth, the Generation Equality Forum is taking place in Paris, from 30 June to 2 July. Here’s

seven ways to change the world
Uganda's First Couple were fully represented list of 30 substantive ministers and 51 deputies. Janet was one of the women appointees who retained their portfolios in the announcement following

uganda prez swears in first lady as new education and sports minister
Since 1999, the United Nations has declared 25 November to be International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women to highlight the fact that violence against women and girls is one of the

regn8007 violence against women
Ensuring 11,000 athletes from more than 200 countries descend on one chosen city over the course of 16 days is a logistical challenge at the best of times. Now consider doing it at the tail end of a

going to pandemic olympics is logistics nightmare
LGBTQ communities have been disproportionately affected by a broader global backsliding on democracy and human rights and by fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic, advocates say.

lgbtq communities face a perilous global landscape even as biden pushes for protections
In what seemed like a “win” for the progressive
movement in Uganda and across the globe. In 2008, the Latin American and Caribbean Committee for the Defense of Women’s Rights (CLADEM) released a report on global homophobia: states, movements, and the politics of oppression. President Yoweri Museveni, who has led Uganda since 1986, has appointed a woman, Jessica Alupo, as vice-president and another woman, Robinah Nabbanja, as prime minister. He has also increased the number of women appointed to top positions in Uganda, but feelings are mixed.

uganda: women appointed to top positions in uganda, but feelings are mixed
Nobody paints the ruling National Resistance Movement yellow like Kasule Lumumba. She founded and has been patron to the Uganda Women’s Effort to Save Orphans (UWESO), an indigenous NGO.

the 15 top women in the cabinet limelight
And Filipovic’s reporting puts a spotlight on how American prohibitions on spending federal dollars on abortion provision extend to refugee camps from Uganda to Bangladesh, where girls and women are vulnerable.

beyond digital feminism
English News and Press Release on World about Gender and Protection and Human Rights; published on 21 Jun 2021 by UN.

pandemic challenges compounded for women, deputy secretary-general tells political leaders summit, citing violence, economic struggles
More than anything else that happened at any gala celebration of America’s 200th anniversary, Israel’s raid on Entebbe reminded the world of the real “Spirit of 1776”— freedom is worth fighting for.

when israel showed the world the spirit of ’76 still exists: the raid on entebbe
Around the time of my trip to northern Uganda this past November Exhausted-looking women cooked meager meals of maize or swept the dust.
from family hearths. About 50 men and women gathered

**uganda: the horror**
In addition to using high-end synthetic leather, NOTIQ provides support to women in need in Nigeria and Uganda

**good company: notiq’s vegan, customizable planners**
Katie Spotz, a world-record holding endurance athlete and water activist, will run 341 miles to fund clean water projects in Uganda.

**world record-holder katie spotz to run ohio to erie trail to fund clean water projects in uganda**
Ensuring 11,000 athletes from more than 200 countries descend on one chosen city over the course of 16 days is a logistical challenge at the best of times. Now consider doing it at the tail end of a

**getting athletes to pandemic olympics is logistics nightmare**
In three African countries, Nigeria, Uganda, and Malawi increasing visibility and strength of the international women’s rights movement during the decade. Years ago women’s rights

**human rights developments**
On May 31, the Uganda police arrested 44 people at an LGBTQ+ shelter in The bill was put forward by civil society organizations working to end sexual violence against women who apparently

**once again, Ugandan politicians stoking anti-lgbtq+ sentiment to stay in power**
Activist Sabuni Francoise Chikunda has touched many lives in the three years since she arrived at Uganda The women have opened various businesses and recently started making wine. But due to the

**activist turns adversity into a fresh start for refugee women**
Far too many African countries continue to
demonize and criminalise homosexuality to this day. While the world continues to try and be more accepting of people from all walks of life, there are still

10 amazing african lgbtq+ activists you need to know
English News and Press Release on World about Contributions, Protection and Human Rights and Epidemic; published on 30 Jun 2021 by UN Women

heads of state, leaders and activists take bold action to accelerate gender equality and address the consequences of covid-19 for women and girls
BEIJING — A Chinese city bordering Myanmar is stepping up efforts to fight a third coronavirus outbreak after several locally transmitted cases were reported this week. Ruili, located in the

the latest: chinese city near myanmar imposes virus lockdown
KAMPALA, UGANDA - Uganda, Africa's largest

refugee Most of the products made by these women are sold online and during functions, and that money is used to run the association.

congoleses refugees look inward for support amid covid-19 scourge
From historical tales to modern life dramas, laugh-out-loud love stories to fiendishly twisting thrillers – whatever your taste in novels, we have some perfect new voices to enjoy a well-earned break

the brilliant debut novels you won't want to miss this summer
She has often lent herself to movements advocating is domiciled in Kampala, Uganda, between 1991 and 2001, she promoted the African women’s agenda in the United Kingdom.

bisi adeleye-fayemi: women’s rights activist and community mobiliser, by toyin falola
Their arrival was delayed as they were unable to secure a flight on that date due to the coronavirus situation in Uganda 30 members of
the Australian women’s softball team arrived on

uganda olympic team member first to test positive for covid-19 upon arrival in japan
A member of the Ugandan Olympic team tested positive for the coronavirus upon arrival in Japan and was denied entry to the country, in the first known case of COVID-19 among teams traveling from

uganda olympic team member tests positive for covid on japan arrival
Japanese prime minister pledged to strengthen health controls at airports after a Ugandan Olympic team member tested positive for COVID-19.

japan to step up health controls as olympic athlete tests positive
KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) — Uganda's government and the Most of the refugees are women and children, the reason UNICEF is calling the refugee influx "a children's crisis." "More than one million

uganda, u.n. seek $8 billion for south sudanese refugees
A year late but none the worse for that, and possibly even better, the latest showcase of contemporary architecture in Kensington Gardens is splendid, and references London locations where communities

art lovers, get set! the exhibitions to see in london galleries and museums in july
The women-founded movement began in 2013 with the hashtag #BlackLivesMatter Germany, Belgium, Brazil, Japan, Uganda, Kenya, Ghana and South Africa. Crucial though these changes are, perhaps the

black lives matter: the largest and most effective us social movement in history?
The European Space Agency is recruiting new astronauts for the first time in 11 years. There's been a rise in female candidates and 257 applications from people with disabilities. Escalating gang
international women's day
How the rebellious Kasese district became launchpad for grand 223km infrastructure project ANALYSIS | Ian Katusiime | It was the launch of a big ticket project with newly re-elected President Yoweri

museveni, drc roads and the takeover of kasese
The failure of some members of the U.K.'s governing political class to support the national soccer team's decision to take the knee before games has created a whole new level of controversy, writes .

booing of english soccer stars taking the knee a symptom of lingering racism in sport
A year late but none the worse for that, and possibly even better, the latest showcase of contemporary architecture in Kensington Gardens is splendid, and references London

art lovers, get set! the exhibitions to see in london galleries and museums this summer
The Human Rights Council this morning held a panel discussion on the human rights of older persons in the context of climate change. It also concluded its interactive dialogue with the Special

human rights council holds panel discussion on the effects of climate change on older people
"Our goal is to not only honor displaced individuals around the world, but create a global movement that celebrates legal and economic rights for women and girls, will speak about the